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Latest Featured




LIVE UPDATES: Hamas official says no progress in ceasefire talks, despite the Movement's flexibility

Hamas official, Osama Hamdan, said on Thursday that there has been no progress in Gaza ceasefire talks despite the Palestinian group showing flexibility, Reuters reports.
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh

Based on assemblage and cultural hybridity, the work of Malaysian-Palestinian artist Mandy El-Sayegh uses artifacts from contemporary culture to speak of the current political climate
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600 lawyers sign letter calling on the UK to stop arms sales to Israel

600 legal experts have signed an open letter to Prime Minister, Rishi Sunak, arguing...
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid

In her latest report, “Anatomy of a Genocide,” the UN Special Rapporteur on the...
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	Today
	This week





	News

Israel targeted foreign aid workers so Palestinians could starve quietly, UN rapporteur says 

	News

More aid workers killed in Gaza than in all wars over last 30 years combined 

	Videos & Photo Stories

‘About 30 medical staff are not accounted for, and we do not know what has become of them’ 

	News

Houthi leader vows unwavering support for Palestine 

	News

Bodies of foreign aid workers killed in Gaza handed to UN 

	News

Palestinians in north Gaza try to survive on 245 calories a day, less than can of beans, says Oxfam 









	Article

Like the establishment of Israel, the ‘Red Heifer’ is yet another forced prophecy 

	Videos & Photo Stories

After foreign aid workers killed in Gaza, Netanyahu says: ‘These things happen in war’ 

	News

LIVE UPDATES: Hamas official says no progress in ceasefire talks, despite the Movement's flexibility 

	Article

Land Day is an opportunity to urge the international community to stop the Gaza genocide 

	Article

Shameless Zionists in Britain are targeting free speech and democracy itself 

	News

Israeli arms company Elbit 'forced to sell’ Tamworth factory in UK 
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British daily says 'Enough' on front page in reaction to killing of food aid workers
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Turkiye reinstates pro-Kurdish Mayor in Van after widespread protests
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600 lawyers sign letter calling on the UK to stop arms sales to Israel
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Israel not fulfilling its international humanitarian law obligations: UN envoy
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Danish frigate suffered weapons system failure in Red Sea combat, says captain
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Hamas official says no progress in ceasefire talks, despite the Movement's flexibility
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The Elders call for suspension of arms transfers to Israel to end Gaza atrocities
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60 groups call for visa program for Palestinians in Gaza with family in UK
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Arab-European citizens are moving to the Gulf for a better quality of life 
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Israel journalist compares WCK workers’ killing to army slaying hostages in Gaza while waving white flag
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Turkiye exports amount to $22.6bn in March
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11 Iran security forces killed in attack on their base, media reports
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid




	
Nasim Ahmed



	
In her latest report, “Anatomy of a Genocide,” the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian Territories, Francesca Albanese, concluded that the threshold for...
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On moving the Syrian file to Riyadh




	
Rania Mostafa
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Appeasing Israel prevents neither deliberate air strikes nor genocide




	
Ramona Wadi
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Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack





	
Dr Mustafa Fetouri
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‘Pivotal moment’: Is Israel risking a regional war?





	
Anadolu Agency
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FACTBOX - What we know so far about the seven aid workers killed in Gaza by Israel
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Iran has many options for retaliation against Israel, but all are risky
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Like the establishment of Israel, the ‘Red Heifer’ is yet another forced prophecy 







	


	Eman Abusidu






Land Day is an opportunity to urge the international community to stop the Gaza genocide 







	


	Yvonne Ridley






Shameless Zionists in Britain are targeting free speech and democracy itself 







	


	Wafa Aludaini






‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians 







	


	Reuters






FACTBOX - What we know so far about the seven aid workers killed in Gaza by Israel 







	


	Hossam Shaker






Europe is not serious about stopping the genocide in Gaza 
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‘Look at our brothers in Amman; they besieged the embassy of the Zionist entity’
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‘They went out there selflessly to help some of the most desperate people in the world at the moment’
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Armenian community in Jerusalem calls on Christian communities around the world to pressure Israeli government
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A Palestinian man, injured from the airdrops, urges for them to halt their delivery via planes
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British presenter wonders if Israel chooses its spokesperson to 'exclusively publicly defend absolutely everything they do'
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'IDF was considered in the West overall as a very professional military, but this has gone away'
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‘The laws of armed conflict have been broken every week since the middle of October’
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Israeli forces attack the wife of an Israeli hostage protesting for his release
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid
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Appeasing Israel prevents neither deliberate air strikes nor genocide
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	Dr Mustafa Fetouri





Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack
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	Dr Amira Abo el-Fetouh





Will Iraq regain its glory?
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	Dr Ramzy Baroud





Irremediable defeat: Israel’s other unwinnable war
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	Mahmoud Hassan





Why do candidates affiliated with the regime in Egypt fail in union elections?
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	Motasem A Dalloul





MEMO inspects extensive destruction of Gaza's Al-Shifa Hospital as Israeli forces withdraw
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Land Day is an opportunity to urge the international community to stop the Gaza genocide
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	Wafa Aludaini





‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians
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	Omar Ahmed





Like the establishment of Israel, the ‘Red Heifer’ is yet another forced prophecy
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Palestine in the Victorian Age: Colonial Encounters in the Holy Land by Gabriel Polley
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Feast like a Medieval Arab: MEMO in Conversation with Daniel Newman

Ever wondered about the origins of some of your favourite Middle Eastern dishes? Many recipes date back to medieval times but have been tweaked and amended to create the modern take and flavours we now know. Join us as Daniel Newman takes us on a journey of food through the ages. 
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh

Based on assemblage and cultural hybridity, the work of Malaysian-Palestinian artist Mandy El-Sayegh uses artifacts from contemporary culture to speak of the current political climate
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Refuge and Resistance: Palestinians and the International Refugee System

Reading Anne Irfan’s study on Palestinians and the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) at a time when Israel is committing genocide in Gaza illustrates how the allegedly apolitical premise of the UN cannot translate to neutrality, given that the agency is enmeshed with the UN, its donors and the Palestinian people themselves. While UNRWA’s mandate was primarily restricted to offering aid on a temporary basis, Israeli colonialism and the Israeli government’s refusal to allow Palestinians to return to their home transformed UNRWA. Mainly funded by powerful countries that hold a seat at the UN Security Council, Irfan’s book traces various strands of history and how these intertwine with internationalism, imperialism, Israeli colonisation and Palestinian refugees. Following […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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